The proposed bill H.B. 5040 NEEDS to be PULLED, PERIOD !!! This BOGUS BILL will do nothing to "support gun violence prevention and reduction efforts in affected communities". How about you target "CRIMINALS" instead of legal gun owners ??? I have yet to hear from ANY "politician" on how they will go after Criminals. Most of the politicians in this country are a failure because they have failed themselves and the American Public by not going after criminals, are you going to be one of those failures ???

I guess you have failed HISTORY classes also, Why was the Revolutionary War fought? The colonists were enraged by the fact that they were being taxed. You and the other politicians are traveling down a very dangerous road, don't let history repeat itself. The 2nd. Amendment states, "SHALL NOT BE INFRINGED", this is a DIRECTIVE to the government, NOT WE the PEOPLE !!! We the People have had enough of this BS !!!

Respectfully yours,  
Robert Staurovsky